The R-package MoBPS provides a computationally efficient and flexible framework to simulate complex breeding programs and compare their economic and genetic impact. Simulations are performed on the base of individuals and haplotypes are calculated on-the-fly by only saving founder haplotypes, points of recombination and mutations. MoBPS utilizes a highly efficient implementation with bit-wise storage of data and matrix multiplications from the associated R-package miraculix allowing to handle large scale populations. The modular structure of MoBPS allows to combine rather coarse simulations, as needed to generate founder populations, with a very detailed modeling of todays' complex breeding programs, making use of all available biotechnologies. MoBPS provides pre-implemented functions for common breeding practices such as optimum genetic contributions and single-step GBLUP but also allows the user to replace certain steps with personalized and/or self-written solutions.
QMSim is mostly designed for population genetic studies, a typical 36 application of the tool is the generation of a historical population, 37 often followed by self-developed solution in later steps. On the Common methods for selection such as optimal genetic contri- markers. Furthermore, we generated a single trait that is impacted 139 by 25 purely additive QTLs and 5 dominant QTLs.
140
In the next step, we initialize a breeding action to generate phe-141 notypes for all individuals in the population with an assumed 142 heritability of 0.5. Next, a breeding value estimation is performed.
143
Since no cohorts are selected, the last (and only) generation of the 144 population list will be considered for the breeding value estima- There is 1 modelled trait .
168
The trait has underlying QTL 169 The trait is named : Trait 1 170 A variety of functions is provided to export required informa-171 tion such as the phenotypes (get.pheno()), the genotypes (get.geno()) 172 and the pedigree (get.pedigree()) for selected individuals from the 173 population list. These functions are thoroughly described in chap- 
